CD105-positive cells in pulmonary arterial blood of adult human lung cancer patients include mesenchymal progenitors.
Mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPCs) exhibit fibroblast-like morphology and are multipotent cells capable of differentiating into various mesenchymal tissues. Although MPCs have been found in adult bone marrow and umbilical cord blood, there is still controversy as to whether the MPCs are present in adult human blood. To determine whether they are, we cultured mononuclear cells (MNCs) from the pulmonary arterial blood of lung cancer patients. In 94% (29 of 31) of the cases, fibroblasts were expanded ex vivo and were differentiated into an osteogenic lineage or an adipogenic lineage, depending on the specific inducing medium used. These results indicated that pulmonary arterial blood (PA) in the vicinity of lung cancers contains MPCs (PA-MPCs). The cDNA profiles of PA-MPCs, MPCs derived from bone marrow (BM-MPCs), and lung tissue-derived fibroblasts were clustered with a hierarchical classification algorithm. The expression profiles of PA-MPCs (three cases) and BM-MPCs were clearly separated from those of the tissue-derived fibroblasts, and the profiles of the PA-MPCs from the two patients were separated from those of the BM-MPCs. To identify the source of the PA-MPCs, the MNCs from pulmonary arterial blood were exposed to anti-CD14, anti-CD105, anti-CD3, and anti-CD20 antibodies. CD105(+) MNCs generated MPCs in eight of eight cases (100%), whereas CD14(+), CD3(+), and CD20(+) mononuclear cells generated MPCs in three of five cases (60%), two of five cases (40%), and zero of three cases (0%), respectively. These findings are the first clear proof that the CD105(+) MNC fraction in the pulmonary arterial blood of adult lung cancer patients includes MPCs. Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest is found at the end of this article.